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Property will fall until at least
Then US stocks will lead the w
This financial crisis is a predictable cyclical downturn. How do we know where
we are in it? The secret is all in land prices, says Phil Anderson
Hardly anyone
seems to know
what is going on
just now, let alone be able to explain it.
Most believe the recent banking crisis
was a random, unpredictable event. But
far from it: the drama unfolding is just
history repeating – only the numbers get
bigger. By studying the past, we can get a
good idea of how the economy is going
to unfold each year. And the most
informative history to study is that of the
US property market. Let me explain why.

Lessons from history
The US federal government began selling
off its newly acquired real estate on 10
May 1800, a convenient starting point.
It can be seen that property speculation in
the US has consistently peaked around
every 18 years, right up to the Second
World War. Studying this in more detail,
one sees an astounding repeat of
economic and banking behaviour (see

box below). This 18-year property cycle
is now going worldwide as more nations
take up the US brand of economics.
The process is underpinned by the
enclosure of the economic rent, a concept
first formalised by English economist

“The banking crisis is
not a random event –
it’s history repeating”
David Ricardo. Ricardo’s Law of Rent
states, simply, that the economic rent is
not a cost of production. What do I mean
by this? A house costs pretty much the
same to build, wherever you build it –
wages are the same, and materials costs
are the same. But the selling price will
depend on the location. So builders, for
example, will bid more for the best
locations. That money doesn’t go to the

workers building the house, and nor is it
spent on improving the materials used.
It purely benefits the owner of the land.
This bid is what Ricardo was first to
identify as a “surplus”: the economic
rent. Property investors know it today as
locational value.
Wherever a price is put on this locational
value of land, a property cycle will
develop as speculators and companies
chase land prices higher and higher,
reducing the proportion of wealth being
invested in creating jobs and investing in
productive businesses. This cycle is
beyond the control of central banks. The
enormous credit created by banks based
upon this value now gives us the violence
of the property boom, then bust. This
cycle has manifested clearly in 14 years of
rising prices, then four years declining.
From the 1955 land-price low in most
Western “rent-enclosed” economies (ie,
where land is privately owned), the 18-

How the cycle has worked in the past
In 1820, the US saw a marked downturn in economic activity.
It began with a downturn in land prices after the bursting of the
cotton price bubble in January 1819: a price upon which banks
had been creating vast amounts of credit. Most of the US banks
of the time failed as land prices collapsed.
Into the 1830s, a revival in business led to a fresh bout of land
speculation, funded on liberal credit terms by the government.
That ended when President Andrew Jackson’s Specie Circular of
11 July 1836 decreed that, henceforth, payment for federal lands
could be in silver or gold only. The circular coincided with the
failure of several banks in London – substantial land speculation
had been taking place using the easy credit provided by the
growing number of banks in the new US territories.
In New York, John Fleming, President of Merchants Bank, fell
dead from anxiety over the affairs of the bank 4 May 1837;
shortly after a run set in on all banks. The failures grew worse
over the next two days, and United States Bank stock fell below
its issue price for the first time. On 9 May there was a “furious
run on all the banks”; by 10 May, panic.
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After the severe downturn of 1837 to 1842, politicians decided
that such a depression should never be allowed to happen again.
Banks would only be allowed to create credit based upon a high
level of gold and silver reserves, to be held at all times in their
vaults. Then, in 1849, gold was discovered in California, leading
to the largest migration of people the world had ever seen. Flush
with gold, the banks started lending again to eager gold and
land speculators. The failure of the Ohio Life Insurance and Trust
Company of New York (a bank) on 24 August 1857, caught
markets by surprise. Thirty days later, the Bank of Pennsylvania,
in Philadelphia, shut its doors. Newspapers reported “the wildest
excitement”, as queues formed at every bank in the city,
demanding their money back, only to find it wasn’t there. There
was a nationwide banking panic in October, followed by a severe
downturn that lasted until the start of the Civil War in 1861.
Many would suggest the 1873 US downturn, panic and
depression, was caused by the collapse of the railroads. But these
companies were nothing more than enterprises formed to secure
the give-away, at very low prices, of what the railways ran over –
the land. On 18 September 1873, the news that Jay Cooke and
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Company, a New York bank heavily involved in financing these
newly developing railroads via bond issues, had failed, stunned
investors. Disbelief soon gave way to panic, as the stockmarket
collapsed and daily interest rates rose to 5% as the banks began
to hoard their (now scarce) cash resources. There had been
substantial land speculation before all these events, especially
through the listed railroad companies. This speculation peaked
several years before the bank failures, in 1869.
The 1893 US depression was preceded by rampant buying and

selling of real estate and land, not just in the US, but globally.
Again, the economic turn was marked by a banking bust, this
time in the UK. In November 1890, Barings Bank, the Queen’s
own banker, collapsed. Two weeks before, the Bank of England
had lifted its discount rate from 5% to 6%. These events are not
unrelated. Credit difficulties were obvious in the US by February
1893, when the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad company
collapsed after struggling to meet its interest payments. The
1893 worldwide crash was so severe that few individuals caught
up in the subsequent depression ever speculated again. While
the US did see renewed selling of the government lands into
1908, the First World War cut short any likely after effects.
The events leading up to the 1929 stockmarket crash are well
known. But the idea that the stockmarket collapse ignited the
1930s depression is wrong; neither was the trouble down to the
inaction of the Fed allowing the money supply to collapse. On the
contrary, it was a direct result of the continued collapse of realestate (ie, land) prices, to a level below the outstanding worth of
all the mortgages the entire US banking system had created.
Sound familiar?The real-estate speculation peaked in 1926, exactly
18 years after the previous peak in 1908.Throughout the 1930s, the
lower house prices and farm land went, the more banks collapsed.

10 October 2008
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Dividing a nation’s land price by its GDP
can help investors see where money is
flowing, either into the goods and services
sector, or speculative assets like land price
(see chart 1). A strong rise in the
barometer is a clear warning sign of too
much land speculation taking place.
A recession always follows this behaviour.
It is not the recession that does all the
damage to an economy. The damage
arises from the precursor: an
unsustainable rise in land price. Investors

Chart 1
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who learn to see things this way find it
easy not to overbid for the locational
value at precisely the wrong time.
What history also teaches us is that the
greatest speculation always takes place in
the last years of the cycle. Fred Harrison
neatly summarised this pattern with his
“winner’s curse” profile of the 18-year
property cycle (see chart 2). My research
confirms the US has had a remarkable
consistency with Harrison’s profile. US
real estate, expressed in real estate
investment trusts (Reits), underwent a
mini-panic in 1962, seven years from the
1955 land price low, after the Second
World War. Values peaked in 1969,
followed by an exact four-year decline
after that. From the 1973/74 property
low, seven years up saw the mid-cycle
slowdown of 1981; then seven further
years of economic growth capped by
massive real-estate speculation into 1988;
then a recession low by 1992. From this
property low of 1992/3, seven years on
saw the 2001 mid-cycle slump – and you
know the story from there. Property
buyers within the winner’s curse phase
always end up with negative equity for
years afterwards. And investors most
highly leveraged in this phase do not
survive the downturn.
In 2005, I created the 24-hour real-estate
clock (see page 29) to help guide my own
investments. Historically, the property
cycle has seen a very clear 14 years of
rising prices, followed by four years of
decline. While this doesn’t tell us how
high the eventual boom may go, we can
say that the higher land prices are
permitted to rise, the greater the eventual
bust will be. There is no reason why this
pattern will not continue, since the
underlying structure of the economy will
likely remain the same. Banks will
continue creating the necessary credit to
enable us to buy into rising land prices as
they find new ways to avoid the rules and
regulations expressly designed to stop the
banking routs of earlier collapses.

So what happens next?
Chart 4
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Investors can now expect four years of
declining property prices, minimum. In
the UK, this can be measured from the
last quarter of 2007 – so prices will not
stop falling until the end of 2011 at least.
Certainly, at the end of every past 18-year
cycle, prices have never recovered in a
shorter time-frame than this. The depth of
the present banking problems ensure this
cycle will see at least the same time-frame.
How far will property prices decline?
History says 30% (minimum) can be

©BLOOMBERG

Australian economic cycles have a high
correlation with US cycles.

Expect at least four years of price falls
expected from the peak, 50% or more for
raw land. This will put even greater
pressure on UK builders as the cycle turns
further – in the 1991 downturn, some
commercial property prices in Texas
dropped by 90%.
Our banking problems are nothing new.
It is amazing to witness how quickly
investors forget the previous banking
panics at the end of the property cycle, as
land prices begin to deflate. In October
1973, the collapse of the US National
Bank of San Diego was the biggest in 40
years. The bank collapsed because of the
activities of its major shareholder, C
Arnholt Smith, chief fundraiser for
Richard Nixon and a major real-estate
speculator in southern California.
An even bigger failure, that of the
Franklin National Bank of New York,
followed in October 1974, despite a
rescue package from the Fed worth an
unprecedented (at the time) $1.7bn.
Property loans also featured. Fed
chairman Arthur Burns, asked by a
Newsday reporter what stopped the
world financial system from imploding
after the failure of Franklin bank, replied:
“Luck, more than anything. We were
sitting on a volcano. People were
concerned in this country, but they were
really scared abroad. We can’t let it
happen again, because we might not be so
lucky the next time.”
Yet we never seem to learn. The current
US and UK property cycles will repeat in
line with the 24-hour real-estate clock.
The UK is presently at 20:00 on the clock,
the US at 21:00. Bad debts will have to be
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either paid off or wiped out (as Ben
Bernanke and Hank Paulson at the
Treasury are trying to get Congress to do,
and Gordon Brown and Alistair Darling
over here), and the wreckage cleared
away, before the economy can move on.
This process takes years, not months.
What will be the sign that the market is
turning? Drawing upon past behaviour,
the US has led the world both into and
out of each property cycle. US land prices
peaked in 2006, the UK a year later. So if
we know what is happening in the US, we
can see what is coming for the UK.
The US should hit its cyclical property low
at some point in 2010. The best indicator
that we are approaching that point will be
the stockmarket (see 23:00 on the 24-hour
real-estate clock image). Over past
property cycles, US stockmarkets have
always made what might be called a
generational low – another reason why it
is so useful to view history in 18-year
segments. Stockmarket lows at the end of
a property cycle are lows that are long
remembered in markets. Attitudes change
for a few years when they happen. For
some investors, they become life-defining

moments. Usually by the time of the
property low, the stockmarket will have
surrendered 50% of the gains made in the
14 or so previous “up” years. From 1992
to 2007, the Dow Jones rose from around
3,000 to more than 13,000. A 50% fall
would put the Dow back to around 8,000
by the end of 2009, if not before. Given
the size of the current banking problems
and banks’ total inability to continue to

Yet the stockmarket always turns up
before the property market does. In 1991,
as more and more grim news came out
about the US property market and bank
collapses – and it was indeed grim – the
US stockmarket held its ground (see chart
4). And as 1991 progressed, the market
saw higher lows. By 1995, as the US
stockmarket broke into all-time new
highs, the property downturn was history.

“Cash will once
again be king
in 2009”

This will again eventually repeat for the
US, but not before well into 2009 or even
2010. Until then, it is completely pointless
investing in property since one would be
buying into a declining market. And the
best property gains come only as the
property cycle gets fully under way,
something which is most unlikely until
several years after 2010. This does not
require guesswork. The US stockmarket
will lead the way.

create more credit until they have properly
recapitalised, this is not at all an
unreasonable forecast.
US stockmarkets have done this for as far
back as there is data available. Both 1877
and 1896 saw major stockmarket lows
(see chart 3), at the time of each
respective property cycle downturn. They
are caused by the massive, unavoidable
contraction in credit that affects every
single individual and business. Cash will
once again be king in 2009; a resource
few will have in abundance.

Phil Anderson is director and founder
of economic forecasting service
Economic Indicator Services
(www.businesscycles.biz). His book,
The Secret Life of Real Estate, is
published this month in the UK by
Shepheard Walwyn

